HOW TO READ CLASS LISTINGS

Subject  Course Number  Course Title  Number of Units

ACC 001A  Financial Accounting  (4.0 Lecture)

This is the study of accounting as an information system, examining why it is important and how it is used by investors, creditors, and others to make decisions. The course covers recording and reporting of business transactions, generally accepted accounting principles, financial statements, and statement analysis.

Transfer: CSU/UC

CRN  Meeting Days  Meeting Times  Instructor  Last Name  Building and Room Number

31218  TR  10:00 AM-1:00 PM  Mostyn  GC320

CRN Meeting Days  CRN Meeting Times  Instructor  Last Name  Building and Room Number

OLD  NEW  OLDB  NEW  OLDB  NEW

ACCTG  ACC  FRNCH  FRN  NCBAS  NCB
AH  AHL  GDES  GDS  NCESL  NCE
ANTHR  ANT  GEOG  GEO  NCIE  NCI
ARAB  ARB  GLOBL  GLB  NS  NTR
ASTRO  AST  H.ED  HED  PHIL  PHI
BIOSC  BIO  HIST  HIS  PHYS  PHY
CA  CAP  HM  HMT  POLIT  POL
CHEM  CHM  HO  HOC  PSYCH  PSY
CHIN  CHI  HUMAN  HUM  PT  PST
COMHL  CHL  INFDS  INF  READ  REA
COMM  COM  IS  INS  RF  RFL
COUNS  COU  JPNS  JPN  RLEST  RLS
ECON  ECN  LS  LSR  SOCSC  SOC
ENGL  ENG  LVNRN  LVN  SPAN  SPA
ENGR  EGR  MATH  MAT  VIET  VIE
FDRST  FDR  MUSIC  MUS  WRKEX  WRK

The subject codes for some courses have changed due to a change in our student information system (ex: ACCTG 001A to ACC 001A). Please refer to the chart below for a complete crosswalk of old to new subject codes. Courses with new subject codes are considered equivalent to courses with old subject codes for the purpose of degree/certificate completion.

Building Codes:
A = Art Annex
CC = Campus Center
CDC = Child Development Center
COURTS = Tennis Courts
GC = Gillmor Center
GYM= Gymnasium
HM = Hospitality Management Building
MT = Mission Temporary
OFF = Off Campus
SCI = Science Building
SEC = Student Engagement Center
VK = Viso Sports Complex

TR = Tuesday/Thursday
R = Thursday
TBA = To Be Announced
Staff = Instructor TBA